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GENERAL REPORTS

Comments on the Department of Energy Environmental Assessment for Yucca Mountain,
Volumes I and II (March 1985).

Comments on the Department of Energy Consultation Draft-Site Characterization Plan
for Yucca Mountain, Volumes I and II (September 1988).


State of Nevada Comments on the U.S. Department of Energy Site Characterization Plan,
Yucca Mountain Site, Nevada, Volumes I, II, III and IV (September 1989).

Nevada Commission on Nuclear Projects Report to the Governor and Legislature
(November 1986).

Nevada Commission on Nuclear Projects Report to the Governor and Legislature
(November 1988).

Nevada Commission on Nuclear Projects Report to the Governor and Legislature
(December 1990).
Nevada Commission on Nuclear Projects Report to the Governor and Legislature (September 1992).


Summary of Yucca Mountain Oversight and Impact Assessment Findings (January 1997).


State of Nevada Comments on OCRWM’s Section of DOE’s Draft Strategic Plan (July 1997).


State of Nevada Comments to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission on DOE’s Yucca Mountain Viability Assessment (March 1999).


State of Nevada Comments on DOE’s Draft Request for Proposal (RFP) for Intermodal Low-Level Radioactive Waste Transportation Services from Fernald, Ohio to the Nevada Test Site (May 1999).
TECHNICAL REPORTS


NWPO-TR-025-97 Fault-Controlled Vertical Leakage Inferred from Water-Table Temperature Variations at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. By Tom Brikowski, Desert Research Institute, University and Community College System of Nevada (May 1997).


Time Trend Analysis of Basaltic Volcanism Near the Yucca Mountain Site, Progress Report. By Chih-Hsiang Ho, Department of Mathematical Sciences, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (September 1991).


Risk Assessment for the Yucca Mountain High-Level Nuclear Waste Repository Site: Estimation of Volcanic Disruption (Preliminary). By Chih-Hsiang Ho, Department of Mathematical Sciences, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (September 1992).


Annual Report of the Center for Volcanic & Tectonic Studies, Department of Geoscience, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (March 1994).

Dialogs by Yuri V. Dublyansky Regarding "Fluid Inclusion Studies of Calcite Veins from Yucca Mountain, Nevada, Tuffs: Environment of Formation." By Jerry


Sensitivity Analysis of Smith’s AMRV Model. By Chih-Hsiang Ho, Department of Mathematical Sciences, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (October 1995).


A Report Summarizing the Statistical Modeling of Volcanic Risk Studies at the Yucca Mountain Nuclear Waste Repository Site. By Chih-Hsiang Ho, Department of Mathematical Sciences, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (December 1996).


State of Nevada Findings Indicating that Yucca Mountain is Not Suitable for Development as a Repository (December 1998).

Surface Faulting and Paleoseismic History of the 1932 Cedar Mountain Earthquake Area, West Central Nevada, and Implications for Modern Tectonics of the Walker Lane (June 1999).

TRANSPORTATION REPORTS


NWPO-TN-005-90  Nuclear Waste Shipping Container Response to Severe Accident Conditions: A Brief Critique of the Modal Study (*). By Lindsay Audin, Consulting Engineer, Ossining, NY (December 1990).


NWPO-TN-018-96 A Preliminary Study of Sabotage and Terrorism as Transportation Risk Factors Associated with the Proposed Yucca Mountain High-Level Nuclear Waste Facility. By James David Ballard, Grand Valley State University (September 1997).
The Transportation of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Waste: A Systematic Basis for Planning and Management at National, Regional, and Community Levels. By Planning Information Corporation (September 1996).


(*) Prepared under contract with the Transportation Research Center, University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

SOCIOECONOMIC REPORTS


NWPO-SE-017-89  Summary of Background Fiscal Data and Analysis for Nevada Socioeconomic Study to Date. By Planning Information Corp. (January 1989).


Executive Summary: An Interim Report on the State of Nevada Socioeconomic Studies. By Mountain West Research, Las Vegas (June 1989).


NWPO-SE-041-91  Socioeconomic Profiles of Native American Communities: Yomba Shoshone Reservation. By Maribeth Hamby with Appendix on Establishment of
the Yomba Reservation by Elmer Rusco, Cultural Resources Consultants Ltd./University of Nevada, Reno (October 1991).

**NWPO-SE-042-91** Socioeconomic Profiles of Native American Communities: Duckwater Shoshone Reservation. By Maribeth Hamby, Cultural Resources Consultants/University of Nevada, Reno (October 1991).

**NWPO-SE-043-91** Native Americans and State and Local Governments. By Elmer Rusco, Cultural Resources Consultants Ltd./University of Nevada, Reno (October 1991).


Health Effects Studies - Epidemiology at Nevada Test Site: Thyroid Cohort Study. By Marie I. Boutté, Ph.D., University of Nevada, Reno (January 1997).

Health Effects Studies - Epidemiology at Nevada Test Site: Leukemia. By Marie I. Boutté, Ph.D., University of Nevada, Reno (April 1997).